Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast
On 25 and 26 June we participated in 'Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast' in the Kurhaus in The Hague,
organized by the organization 'Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast' from Israel and 'International
Conference for Truth, Justice and Peace' and 'Pillar of Fire'.
'Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast' is an organization set up by the Knesset in Israel, because Israeli
politicians are convinced that in times of trouble, Israel will ultimately only be supported by Biblebelieving Christians. That is why they organize prayer occasions around the world to pray together
for the peace of Jerusalem. It is impressive to see how politicians and intercessors come together
from different nations to pray.
Certainly in The Hague, called 'the city of peace and justice', which is thus a replacement for the
position that Jerusalem should take.
Prior to 'Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast' there was a meeting in the Ridderzaal at the invitation of the
Christian Union and the SGP. The subject was anti-Semitism. In addition to Eppo Bruins, Paul
Blokhuis, Gertjan Segers and Kees van der Staaij, various rabbis were present, the ambassador of
Israel and as representative of the Church, Christians for Israel International, Willem Glashouwer.
There were also Israelis, former members of the Knesset, intercessors, representatives of the
European Parliament, and many others, including representatives of organizations and
foundations working in the Netherlands for or together with Israel. The testimonies of the Jewish
Dutch (rabbis) of what anti-Semitism means in their daily lives gave us goose bumps.
Unprogrammed, Mr. Eckert from Germany (Global Prayer Call) two closing sentences at the end of
the meeting and confessed guilt as a German and member of the Lutheran church for the role that
Germany had in the 'endlosung' of Dutch Jews.
Four years of intensive prayer preceded these meetings! The theme of our prayer calendar this
time was: a powerful prayer of the righteous accomplishes much (James 5:16), because that is our
experience with this event, as with so many events in our lives.
Do you have questions such as: why the Ridderzaal; what is happening internationally among
intercessors in relation to Israel (Jerusalem Prayer Breakfast); why the Kurhaus; why are we there
as representatives of the Cornerstone Foundation that aims at reconciliation between Jew and
Arab?
Then invite me to speak about this or to give a testimony. It is impossible to write down in a short
report what great miracles God has done. He alone sits on the throne and is King in His Kingdom
and thus over our Universe! We honor him!
Sifra and Mokhtar
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